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An export-led view of economic growth

� Economic growth can be viewed as driven by:

- either saving (and proper institutional factors) 
that determines investments, and then technical
progress,

- or aggregate demand (exports or internal) (and 
proper institutional factors) that determines
production (and then technical progress).

� The preceding lecture described the saving view
(or supply-side), this lecture will describe the 
export-led view (or demand-side).
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Export-led growth and the CA constraint

� Consumption growth implies import growth in open 
economies, because consumers like the most
advanced and diversified products, which may not be
domestically produced.

� Imports must be paid with exports or foreign debt.

� Debt must be temporary, because cumulating foreign
debt makes the economy vulnerable to speculation.

� Devaluation to adjust the CA can also be temporary. 
Otherwise, inflation soares, and restrictive
macroeconomic policies become necessary.

�Economic gowth normally faces the external constraint
(CA or BoP constraint).
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The CA constrained long-run growth

� The CA is a long run constraint, because CA 
deficit in the short run can be financed with
external debt only for a while (the US is the 
exception because the $ is accumulated by the 
Rest of World as official reserves).

� Growth of exports helps to repay imports and, 
possibly, the debt that are necessary for 
investments and technology. This enhances
growth and maintains the CA balance .

� economic growth can be explained by growth of
exports as a CA constrained long-run growth, 

ie, CA cannot run into perstent deficit or surplus.
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Italy’s Trade Balance 1970-2019
(Exports-Imports)/GDP*100
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France’s Trade Balance 1970-2019
(Exports-Imports)/GDP*100
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Spain’s Trade Balance 1970-2019
(Exports-Imports)/GDP*100
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Australia’s Trade Balance 1960-2019
(Exports-Imports)/GDP*100
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Current Account /GDP in South Africa
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Current Account /GDP in Egypt
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Current Account /GDP in Nigeria
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Current Account /GDP in Algeria
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The model of export-led and CA 
constrained growth

Procedure for the solution:
- set the condition for the balanced Current Account, 
i.e. exports=imports (in same unit of measurement)
- substituting exports with the export function
- substituting imports with the import function
- rewriting the condition for the balanced CA in 
growth rates
- putting in evidence the growth rate of GDP (which
thus equalises import with export growth rates)
- simplifying the formula with the relative PPP 
theory.
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The model of export-led and CA 
constrained growth

EMPPX *=

The CA constraint (i.e. balanced Current Account)

X = exports in real terms
M = imports in real terms
P = domestic (export) prices
P* = foreign (import) prices
E = exchange rate (price of
foreign currency)
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The export function
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The import function
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fM = general function for imports
Y = domestic demand (income or GDP)
ψ < 0 price elasticity of demand for imports
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Rewriting the CA constraint

EMPPX *=
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Rewriting in terms of growth rates
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The CA constraint in growth rates

( )( ) myyeppx ==+−−++= πεψη **
1

where lower-case letters stand for growth rates 
y = growth rate of GDP 
p = inflation of domestic prices
p* = inflation of import prices
e = de/appreciation of the exchange rate
y* = growth of foreign demand
η < 0 price elasticity of demand for exports
ψ < 0  price elasticity of demand for imports
ε >0  income elasticity of demand for exports
π >0   income elasticity of demand for imports

imports in real termsexports in the same terms as imports
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The CA constraint GDP growth rate

where lower-case letters stand for growth rates 
y = growth rate of GDP 
p = inflation of domestic prices
p* = inflation of import prices
e = de/appreciation of the exchange rate
y* = growth of foreign demand
η < 0 price elasticity of demand for exports
ψ < 0  price elasticity of demand for imports
ε >0  income elasticity of demand for exports
π >0   income elasticity of demand for imports

( )( )[ ] πεψη **
1 yeppye +−−++=
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The CA constraint GDP growth rate

In the long run the Marshall-Lerner conditions hold, 
i.e. |η |+|ψ | > 1 or (1+η +ψ ) < 0.
Therefore:
- a rise of relative domestic inflation: +∆(p-p*) � -∆x� -∆ye

- a rise of devaluation: +∆e � +∆x� +∆ye

- a rise of foreign demand for exports: +∆y* � +∆ye

- a rise of the elasticity of demand for imports: +∆π � -∆ye

( )( )[ ] πεψη **
1 yeppye +−−++=
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The CA constraint and growth: diagram
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Equilibrium growth rate 
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CA surplus and CA deficit: diagram
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Applying the relative PPP theory

� Formula of the relative Purchasing Power Parity
theory of the exchange rate determination:
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which gives:

Re-writing:       p – p* – e = 0
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Special growth with CA equilibrium
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i.e. y depends on the growth rate of exports (x),
and, negatively, the elasticity of imports (π).
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Final formula

� This model says that:

εy*=x=m=πy or        y=x/π

� Growth with equilibrium CA is led by world 
demand for exports.
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BoP growth in advanced countries, 
1951-1973
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Comments on the table

� The second and third columns provide the 
figures for the formula of the CA-constrained
model to predict the economic growth (in the 
fourth column). E.g.: 9.4/1.94=4.84 for Belgium. 

� The economic growth rate predicted by the 
formula of the CA-constrained model (in the 
fourth column) is rather closed to the actual
growth rate (in the first column) in the most
developed countries.

� However, in the period 1951-73 the exchange
rates were mostly fixed, and the international
capital flows rather small.
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BoP growth in less advanced
countries, 1950/90-2010

Source:  
Khasawneh et al 2012

επ
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Comments on the table

� The table provides the figures for two relevant
elasticities (first two columns), thus showing the 
Marshall-Lerner condition. 

� The third column shows the difference between
the actual and predicted economic growth. 

� The prediction is pretty good, except for oil 
exporting countries, for which the relative PPP 
theory does not hold.

� The prediction is regarded as pretty good with 
respect to a formula that is extremely simple.
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On the export-led policies

� Although this is a demand-driven model, it does not
encourage simple Keynesian policies. In fact, if
+∆G, then –∆CA.

� It rather suggests supply-side policies to encourage
export competition, i.e. to increase productivity.

� The model has not been valid only for East-Asian
economies, but also for other countries. 

� The model does not suggest to simply reduce the 
elasticity to imports (import substitution strategy). In 
fact, this does not guarantee the increase of
productivity.
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Assumptions of the model

� Trade must be balanced in the long run.

� Relative PPP theory holds true.

� Goods are nationally differentiated, and 
imperfect substitutes.

� Supplies are infinitely elastic (prices fixed in 
seller’s currency).

� Output (growth) is the adjusting variable in the 
long run.

� Price & income elasticities must be stable in the 
long run.
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Suggested export-led policies

� Extending credit to exporting firms.

� Simplifying export procedures.

� Training potential exporting firms. 

� Strictly enforcing adherence to international 
quality standards

� Engaging in export promotion activities like 
trade fairs.

� Simplifying international banking procedures.

� Setting realistic foreign exchange rates.
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Suggested export-led policies (cont)

� Developing the export facilitating infrastructure
and services like roads, ports, security, reliable 
power and water supply.

� Negotiating free trade agreements with trading 
partners

� Allowing the import of needed raw materials

� Helping  exporters to  attain  and  sustain  their  
competitive  advantage  through support for their 
R&D and the lowering of taxation and fees

� Encouraging the inflow of export promoting 
foreign investment.
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Benefits of export-led strategy

� Generating savings and revenues that improve the 
capacity to finance investments and foreign debt.

� Creating and sustaining jobs in export-active sectors.

� Improving export infrastructure (e.g. roads, ports, etc.).

� Attaining economies of scale by expanding production 
capacity and output, and by maintaining efficiency to 
be competitive in the domestic and foreign markets.

� Acquiring modern production technologies to  achieve 
and maintain competitive advantage.

� Raising product quality to meet international export 
standards.

� Accelerating growth in export-related and export 
supportive sectors, and then GDP growth.
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Some drawbacks of the export-led 
model

� Export-led  growth  exposes national 
economy to ever more volatile external 
shocks.

� Export-led growth can be pursued by 
squeezing wage growth and maintaining 
poor workplace conditions and low 
workers' rights. Greater inequality may 
follow.
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The criticism due to globalization

� The export-led approach was firstly applied by Japan  
and  Germany.

� Even now, Germany exhibits a chronic CA surplus.

� Then the approach has been successfully applied by 
some East Asian countries.

� Recently, the spatial divisibility of production discourages 
national growth strategies carried out with national 
resources. It appears more convenient for small open 
developing countries to take partnership with 
transnational corporations and advanced economies.

� Nations presently seek to industrialize by simply joining 
the bandwagon of already established but constantly 
evolving global supply chains, rather than (re)building
their production capacities from scratch.
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A conclusion
� Both the supply-side view and the demand-side view 

have sound arguments to explain the positive 
correlation between economic growth and export (and 
import) growth. 

� Empirical evidence is also mixed. Some countries in 
the world still fit the CA-equilibrium growth rather well.

� The recent emergence of the Global Value Chain 
seem to strengthen the supply-side pattern of growth.

� But the current pandemic may further change things.

� The bottom conclusion shared by both views is that 
policies to be competitive in the international markets 
are welcomed for growth.
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Source

� These slides are drawn (with some 
elaboration) from:

A.P. Thirlwall, Balance of payments constrained 
growth models: history and overview, 

PSL Quarterly Review, vol. 64 n. 259 (2011), 
307-351
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